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ZYLOWARE ANNOUNCES THE APRIL 2018 LAUNCHES OF SOPHIA LOREN,
STETSON, STETSON OFF ROAD, RANDY JACKSON LIMITED EDITION, RANDY
JACKSON SUN, GLORIA BY GLORIA VANDERBILT, VIA SPIGA SUN,
MAXSTUDIO.COM, LEON MAX, AND SHAQUILLE O’NEAL
Sophia Loren, Stetson, Stetson Off Road, Randy Jackson, Randy Jackson Limited Edition, Randy
Jackson Sun, Gloria by Gloria Vanderbilt, Via Spiga Sun, MaxStudio.com, Leon Max, and Shaquille
O’Neal for April 2018.
Feminine yet flirty, Sophia Loren 1557 is a stunning full rim frame with a ton of style. Featured in two
warm tones, Natural (003) and Burgundy (077) both have a translucent zyl front and temple that add
interest to the frame. A metal plaque with floral cut-outs and crystal stone accents rests on the temple
toward the endpiece. The SL 1557 features spring hinges and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Natural (003) • Burgundy (077)
54-16-135
Full rim; Zyl frame; Modified oval shape; Floral cut-outs on metal temple detail;
Crystal décor; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Get swept away in the beautiful styling of Sophia Loren 1560. This full rim zyl comes in three versatile
colors to accentuate any woman’s wardrobe. Tortoise (024) has a modern design while Mauve (073) and
Scarlet (216) have transparent fronts. All three colors feature clear crystal décor on the temple. Comfort fit
features include spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Tortoise (024) • Mauve (073) • Scarlet (216)
55-14-140
Full rim; Zyl frame; Modified round shape; Crystal stone décor; Integrated spring
hinges; Accommodates progressives

With a classic, traditional look and handsome navigator shape, Stetson 349 is the ideal frame for today’s
All-American guy. This full rim metal features a stylish top-bar on the front with an adjustable unifit bridge
to ensure all-day comfort. Available in Gold (057) and Gunmetal (058), the ST 349 delivers two versatile
options in one iconic style. Comfort features include spring hinges. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gold (057) • Gunmetal (058)
57-21-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Navigator shape; Metal top-bar; Ribbed detailing on
wrapping metal endpiece and temple; Adjustable unifit bridge; Spring hinges;
Accommodates progressives

Looking for a pair of glasses that can keep up with your lifestyle? Stetson 350 delivers a lightweight
frame in a handsome semi-rimless design. Offered in a classic square shape, the ST 350 is available in
two colors. Gunmetal (058) has a shiny metal front and tungsten metal temples, while Tan (097) features
a brushed tan with shiny finish on the front and temple. Designed for all-day wear, the ST 350 boasts
comfort fit features such as a wide fit bridge, spring hinges, snap-in nosepads, and the ability to
accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gunmetal (058) • Tan (097)
56-22-150
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Square shape; Metal temples; Injected temple tip;
Spring hinges; Wide fit bridge; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressive

A full rim metal in a masculine aviator shape, Stetson 351 mixes traditional style with iconic design.
Gunmetal (058) has a shiny dark gunmetal front and dark metal temples with a gunmetal plaque. Gold
(057) has a shiny gold front with brown metal temples and a shiny gold plaque. Comfort fit features
include spring hinges and snap-in nosepads. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gold (057) • Gunmetal (058)
58-15-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Aviator shape; Metal top bar; Metal temples; Zyl temple
tips; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Stetson Off Road 5066 is a stylish semi-rimless metal frame with a masculine feel. The handsome
rectangle shape works well on a variety of face shapes. Available in two colors, Gunmetal (058) has a
shiny dark gunmetal finish with demi-grey temple tips while Midnight (300) has a navy finish with tortoise
temple tips. The Stetson Off Road logo is imprinted inside the left temple tip for easy brand recognition.
Spring hinges and snap-in nosepads allow for easy adjustments. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gunmetal (058) • Midnight (300)
53-19-140
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Metal temples; Off Road logo
inside left temple tip; Zyl temple tips; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads;
Accommodates progressives

A slightly wider fit with a sloped rectangular shape, Stetson Off Road 5067 is as handsome as it is
wearable. This full rim look is available in two colors – Black (021) features a shiny black finish over clear
plastic, while Grey (100) has a shiny dark translucent grey front. Both colors feature a shiny tortoise
pattern on the temple and diamond shaped metal rivets on each side of the front. The OR 5067 offers
spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Grey (100)
56-15-140
Full rim; Plastic frame; Rectangle shape; Zyl temples; Metal rivet on front; Off
Road logo on left temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson 1084 mixes a strong zyl browline with square lenses wrapped in a shiny polished metal
for a look that will elevate any guy’s wardrobe this season. Black/Gold (057) features a solid black brow
bar on top of a shiny gold frame, with an exposed metal eyewire and bridge. A shiny gold temple paired
with tortoise temple tips completes this on-trend design. Black/Gunmetal (058) effortlessly blends a matte
black brow bar and shiny gunmetal underneath, while a shiny gunmetal temple and grey horn zyl temple
tips tie this color combination together. Both colors have the RJ logo inside the right temple tip. The RJ
1084 includes spring hinges and snap-in nosepads for added comfort. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black/Gold (057) • Black/Gunmetal (058)
54-17-145
Full rim; Zyl frame; Square shape; Zyl brow bar on top of metal frame; Metal
bridge and eyewire; Metal temple; Zyl temple tips; RJ logo printed inside right
temple tip; Spring hinges, Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

It’s hip to be square – Randy Jackson 1090 is a full rim metal frame in a stylish rectangle shape.
Available in two colors, the RJ 1090 delivers on-trend styling for any occasion. Black (021) has a matte
black front with black temple exterior layered on top of white and grey zyl. Gunmetal (058) has a shiny
satin finish on the front with grey horn over grey pearl on the zyl temples. Both colors have a diagonal
metal stripe on the temple for subtle decoration. Comfort fit features include spring hinges, snap in
nosepads, and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Gunmetal (058)
56-16-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Zyl temples; RJ logo printed inside right
temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson 3043 offers clean lines in a trendy rectangle shape for a classic, bold look that will
elevate your wardrobe this season. Extremely lightweight, the RJ 3043 has a TR injected front with zyl
temples. Black (021) is a shiny black frame over clear throughout, while Grey Stripe Fade (152) has black
stripes on the top with a fade down to grey crystal and solid black temples. Two nail heads with a
gunmetal finish accent each temple. The RJ 3043 features extended fit sizing to accommodate guys with
larger heads by providing longer temple lengths and endpieces. Comfort fit features include spring hinges
for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Grey Stripe Fade (152)
57-17-145
Full rim; TR injected front; Rectangle shape; Zyl temples; Two gunmetal nail
heads on each temple; RJ logo printed inside right temple tip; Spring hinges;
Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson Limited Edition X132 is a vintage style frame for the modern-day guy. This full rim
metal features a classic teardrop shape and premium construction to accessorize the latest trends this
season. The RJ X132 is offered in two handsome colors – Black Gold (057) and Black Gunmetal (058).
Both options are paired with a distinctive black eyewire to accentuate the contrasted front. A smooth
wrapping metal endpiece leads to a thin, low-profile temple fitted with zyl temple tips. Comfort fit features
include spring hinges, snap-in nosepads, and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black Gold (057) • Black Gunmetal (058)
57-15-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Rounded aviator shape; Metal top bar; RJ logo inside left
temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Dare to stand out from the crowd with the bold, masculine appeal of Randy Jackson Limited Edition
X136. This rounded full rim zyl captures the latest trends, with a fashion-forward double brow-bar and
stylish key-hole bridge. Available in four distinctive colors, the RJ X136 has a look for every guy to enjoy
no matter what the occasion. All four colors feature a metal temple, with linear cut-out for added appeal.
Accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Red (162) • Brown (183) • Crystal (190) • Navy (300)
51-20-140
Full rim; Zyl frame; Round shape; Key-hole bridge; double brow-bar; Metal
temple with cut-out; RJ logo inside right temple tip; Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson Limited Edition X137 offers strong edges and a square shape making this frame a bold
choice, but it’s stylish colors and ideal fit make it a sure thing. A full rim zyl featuring a subtle, angular dip
in its browline easily invites double takes. Available in two on-trend colors, Grey Fade (152) features a
gradient that fades from a shiny grey stripe to clear, while Slate Blue Fade (175) offers a shiny navy stripe
to brown stripe gradient. Both colors feature three gunmetal rivets on each side of the front. Comfort fit
features include spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Grey Fade (152) • Slate Blue Fade (175)
52-20-145
Full rim; Zyl frame; Square shape; Three rivets on each side of front; Zyl temples;
RJ logo inside right temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson Sun S929P is a navigator-style frame with a smart look that is totally sleek. This full rim
metal features a trendy top-bar on the front and squared bridge that gives this frame a modern twist.
Three diverse colors each offer their own version of style – Black (021) features a matte front with
fashionable tortoise-pattern temples, Gold (057) has a brushed gold finish with clear coat and shiny
amber tortoise temples and Gunmetal (058) has a shiny finish on the front and olive stripe temples. The
RJ S929P features a comfy wide fit, snap-in nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Gold (057) • Gunmetal (058)
55-20-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Navigator shape; Metal top-bar; Metal temples; Snap-in
nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Enjoy a classic aviator silhouette with the stylish look of Randy Jackson Sun S931P. This full rim zyl
sunglass exudes confidence in two handsome colors – Black (021) has shiny black over amber zyl on the
front with a complimenting shiny gunmetal temple. Tortoise (024) has a shiny dark tortoise zyl front and
metal temples in a brushed gold finish. The RJ S931P features polarized lenses to reduce glare and the
harmful effects of UV light. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Tortoise (024)
59-16-145
Full rim; Zyl frame; Aviator shape; Polarized lenses; Metal temple; RJ logo on
temple tip; Regular hinge; Accommodates progressives

A complete stunner, Randy Jackson Sun S932P is hands down one of our favorite sunwear picks this
season. A zyl front mixes things up with three metal top bars and nail head detailing for an industrialinspired look that is both modern and ahead of the curve. Two versatile colors give the on-trend wearer a
ton of wardrobe options – Black (021) has a shiny front and temple with shiny dark gunmetal top bars and
nail heads. Brown has a shiny brown to brown horn zyl front with shiny brown metal top bars and dark
gunmetal nail heads. Polarized lenses reduce glare and provide protection from UV light. The RJ S932P
accommodates progressives for added convenience.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Brown (183)
54-21-145
Full rim; Zyl frame; Round shape; Polarized lenses; Three metal top bars; Nail
head detail on front; Zyl temples; RJ logo on temple tip; Regular hinge;
Accommodates progressives

Gloria by Gloria Vanderbilt 4059 is a semi-rimless metal with a ton of appeal. A flattering geometric
shape that widens at the top of the lens and narrows toward the bottom, this fashionable frame comes in
two standout colors – Mauve (073) and Navy (300). A brushed finish on the front keeps things simple
while a stunning floral pattern on the metal temples give this frame an ultra-feminine twist. Vibrantly
patterned temple tips perfectly accent each color palette and bring together this fashion-forward look. The
GG 4059 has spring hinges for easy adjustments and snap-in nosepads. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Mauve (073) • Navy (300)
52-17-135
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Geometric shape; Metal temples; Zyl temple tips;
Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Enjoy feminine styling with modern appeal in Gloria by Gloria Vanderbilt 4060. This full rim plastic in an
on-trend rectangle shape is perfect for the contemporary woman looking to upgrade her look. Black (021)
has a black over translucent light crystal purple front and brushed purple temples. Brown (183) has a dark
translucent brown over translucent light beige crystal on the front and brushed brown temples. Both
colors feature an elegant swirl design etched into the metal temples. Spring hinges allow the wearer to
make easy adjustments while the ability to accommodate progressives offers added convenience.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Brown (183)
53-16-140
Full rim; Plastic; Rectangle shape; Metal temples; Injected and zyl temple tips;
Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Get ready to turn heads in the on-trend look of Via Spiga Sun 355S. This full rim zyl comes in two indemand colors for a ton of wardrobe options. Black Multi (520) has a tortoise with black and grey pearl
marble on the front and temple. Burgundy Fade (900) has a milky dark burgundy to light red fade on the
front with demi burgundy temples. Both colors have a decorated metal lower step and shiny “V” design on
the temple for iconic designer branding. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black Multi (520) • Burgundy Fade (900)
53-18-135
Full rim; Zyl frame; Square shape; “V” cut-out on temple; Regular hinge;
Accommodates progressives

Via Spiga Sun 356S is a total eyeful. This full rim zyl sunglass comes in a stylish square shape with a
slightly wide fit for an oversized look that is in demand. Available in three on-trend colors, each features a
light crisscross pattern on the bottom half of the frame front. Black/Crystal (500) has a black over clear
crystal front and temple. Black/Tortoise (550) features black over tortoise zyl, while Tortoise/Crystal (620)
has tortoise over crystal. All three colors feature a metal plaque with the Via Spiga logo on the temple.
The VS 356S accommodates progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black/Crystal (500) • Black/Tortoise (550) • Tortoise/Crystal (620)
53-18-135
Full rim; Zyl frame; Square shape; Patterned design on bottom half of front;
Metal plaque with Via Spiga logo on temple; Regular hinge; Accommodates
progressives

With a roomy width and sloping brow in an attractive cat-eye shape, Via Spiga Sun 421S successfully
stands out from the crowd in a bold new way. This full rim metal frame comes in three winning color
combinations to outfit any look all-year long. Black/Tan (500) has a shiny tan base and black opaque top
sheet on the front with zyl temples in a combo of black, blue and tan. Black/Gunmetal (520) has a shiny
gunmetal base on the front with black opaque top sheet and tortoise patterned temples. Red/Gold (910)
has a shiny gold base on the front with an opaque burgundy top sheet and burgundy over purple and
coral striped temples. All three colors have the Via Spiga logo printed on the temple and snap-in
nosepads provide a comfortable fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black/Tan (500) • Black/Gunmetal (520) • Red/Gold (910)
55-16-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Cat-eye shape; Via Spiga logo on outside temple; Regular
hinge; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Via Spiga Sun 422S is a full rim metal frame that fits right in to any situation thanks to its trendy square
shape. Available in two colors, the VS 422S takes things up a notch in Black (500) and Gold (620). Black
has a shiny front with blonde pearl confetti on the temples. Gold has a shiny light gold front with a khaki
confetti pattern on the temple. Both colors have the Via Spiga logo lasered onto the center of the outside
temple. The VS 422S features snap-in nosepads for a comfortable fit and the ability to accommodate
progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (500) • Gold (620)
56-17-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Square shape; Via Spiga logo lasered onto both temples;
Regular hinge; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Fearlessly fun and stylish, Via Spiga Sun 423S is a full rim metal in a playful round shape. Available in
Black (500) and Red (910), the VS 423S provides a statement piece for any woman’s wardrobe this
season. Black (500) has an opaque black top sheet with shiny light gold base on the front, paired with
shiny gold metal temples and demi blonde pearl temple tips. Red has an opaque red top sheet and dark
gunmetal base on the front with gunmetal temples and demi red pearl marble temple tips. Both colors
have snap-in nosepads for a comfortable fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (500) • Red (910)
54-18-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Round shape; Metal temples; Regular hinges; Snap-in
nosepads; Accommodates progressives

MaxStudio.com 161M was made to take charge and stand out in a crowd. This feminine, semi-rimless
metal frame in an attractive geometric shape delivers fashion-forward styling for the modern-day
fashionista. Offered in two colors, Black (021) has a shiny gold metal base, with a black zyl brow bar and
marble temples in a flattering black and cream pearl combination. Navy (300) has a shiny gold metal base
with navy top bar and demi blue sparkle temples. The shiny MaxStudio.com globe logo is adorned on the
temples, while spring hinges provide for easy adjustments. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Navy (300)
52-15-135
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Geometric shape; Metal temple with globe logo; Zyl
temple tips; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

A stylish full rim zyl, MaxStudio.com 162Z delivers a fashion-forward look in a sophisticated oval shape.
This polished frame features a flattering silhouette that effortlessly transitions from the work week to the
weekend. Available in two colors, Black (021) features a black over translucent grey front while Teal (249)
offers a teal patterned pearl that transitions to a translucent teal fade. Both colors feature a metal plaque
with signature globe logo and patterned zyl temple in a two-toned color combination. Spring hinges allow
for easy adjustments. The LX 162Z accommodates progressive lenses
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Teal (249)
53-15-140
Full rim; Zyl frame; Oval shape; Zyl temple with globe logo plaque; Spring hinges;
Accommodates progressives

An understated charmer, Leon Max 6026 is a stylish frame with a stand out appearance – the thick, bold
zyl front dramatically ends on the side of the rectangle shaped lenses to reveal a rimless bottom. This
statement-making frame is available in two stunning colors – Black (021) has a solid front with black over
cream tortoise temples. Blue Tortoise (165) has an eye-catching blue tortoise front and temple that can
easily be dressed up or down. Both colors feature two metal rivets on each side of the front and again on
the zyl temple for added appeal. The LM 6026 offers Petite Fit sizing to accommodate women with
smaller facial features and PDs. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Blue Tortoise (165)
50-18-140
Semi-rimless; Zyl frame; Rectangle shape; Petite Fit; 5-barrel hinge; Two metal
rivets on each side of front and temple; Accommodates progressives

Leon Max 6028 is a full rim, retro-inspired zyl with square lenses and sloping angles. Set in a stylish tone,
this on-trend frame delivers a sloping brow bar for a bold design that is bound to turn heads. Two ontrend colors offer endless wardrobe options – Black (021) has a solid front with black and grey horn
sparkle temples while Auburn (210) has a cognac horn front and cognac horn sparkle temples. Both
colors feature the Leon Max logo inside the right temple tip for a subtle touch of designer branding. The
LM 6028 has Petite Fit sizing to match petite faces and narrower PDs ensuring a precise, comfortable fit.
Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Auburn (210)
51-19-140
Full rim; Zyl frame; Petite Fit; Square shape; Leon Max logo lasered with gold fill
on inside right temple tip; 5-barrel hinge; Accommodates progressives

Featuring a multi-layer construction, Leon Max 6029 is a bold combination of metal and zyl that will grab
anyone’s attention. With a rounded silhouette and polished finish, the LM 6029 features a double layer zyl
brow bar and raised open butterfly top bar on the front. Black (021) has a black over cream tortoise zyl
brow bar with a shiny dark gunmetal top bar, eyewire, and bridge. Tortoise (024) has a blonde tortoise zyl
brow bar and temple with a shiny black metal top bar, eyewire, and bridge. In addition to its prominent
design and appearance, the LM 6029 accommodates progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Tortoise (024)
53-18-140
Full rim; Metal/zyl combination frame; Zyl brow bar; Raised open butterfly top
bar; Modified oval shape; 5-barrel hinge; Accommodates progressives

Designed for the game of life, Shaquille O’Neal 133Z delivers an on-trend frame that will take you to the
playoffs. This lightweight zyl was created for comfort and durability while capturing the latest in athleisureinspired trends. Available in two colors - Black White (174) has a matte black finish over white and
opaque zyl. Navy (300) has a matte navy finish on top of red and blue crystal zyl. The QD 133Z features
integrated spring hinges that allow for easy adjustments and durability. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black White (174) • Navy (300)
55-15-150
Full rim; Zyl frame; Rectangle shape; Zyl temples; Basketball logo foil printed
inside right temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Take a game-changing approach to your eyewear with the stylish look of Shaquille O’Neal style 134M.
This full rim metal makes a sharp first impression with two masculine colors – Black (021) and Gunmetal
(058). Black has a shiny metal front with black and blue zyl temples in a matte finish. Gunmetal has a
dark gunmetal matte finish on the metal front with a tri-color temple in matte red, black, and grey. The QD
134M offers Extended-Fit sizing for a roomy fit, featuring additional headspace and longer temples.
Comfort fit features include spring hinges and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Gunmetal (058)
56-17-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Extended-Fit sizing; Zyl temples; Spring
hinges; Foil-printed basketball logo on inside of right temple tip; Snap-in
nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Performance eyewear and versatile style combine in Shaquille O’Neal style 138M. This sleek, full rim,
metal frame was created with lightweight features and a durable design to keep up with an active lifestyle.
Available in Black (021) and Gunmetal (058), this stylish frame features a matte front with a two-toned
metal temple. The QD 138M is an Extended Fit (Shaq-Sized) style, offering additional headspace with a
longer endpiece and temple. Comfort fit features include spring hinges for easy adjustments, snap-in
nosepads, and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Gunmetal (058)
59-18-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Extended-Fit sizing; Oval shape; Metal temple; Zyl temple
tips; Spring hinges; snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

The Shaquille O’Neal 139M is a full rim metal frame with sleek and refined detailing. A slim cut-out in the
center of the brow bar adds dimension to the front. Black (021) takes over the court with a metal front and
rubberized temple with a grey insert featuring a pattern resembling the surface of a basketball. Gunmetal
(058) continues this theme with a navy rubberized insert on the grey temple. Extended Fit (Shaq-Sized)
features additional headspace and longer temples. Spring hinges provide the wearer with the ability to
make easy adjustments while snap-in nosepads keep the frame in place for a comfortable fit perfect for
all day wear. A silver gunmetal basketball logo can be spotted inside the left temple tip. Accommodates
progressives
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Gunmetal (058)
56-17-150
Full rim; Metal; Extended Fit; Rectangle shape; Rubberized temple with
patterned insert; Silver gunmetal basketball logo inside the left temple tip; Spring
hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Bringing style and athletic appeal to the table, the Shaquille O’Neal 140Z is sure to grab your attention.
This full rim double-layer zyl frame incorporates a sport inspired color palette, with a masculine shape and
square lenses. Available in two colors, Black (021) features a matte exterior on top of a bright layer of
orange zyl. Zyl temples feature a shiny orange metal insert for a bold pop of color. Navy (300) has matte
navy front with a shiny grey metal insert on the zyl temple. The QD 140Z offers Extended Fit (Shaq-Sized)
sizing for extra headspace and longer temple tips while spring hinges allow for easy adjustments.
Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Navy (300)
57-16-145
Full rim; Zyl frame; Extended-Fit sizing; Square shape; Basketball logo foil
printed inside right temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Lead your team into overtime with the on-trend styling of Shaquille O’Neal 141Z. This full rim look
effortlessly blends sporty and stylish into one. Offered in three dynamic colors, the QD 141Z meets the
needs of the guy who wants his eyewear to keep up with this on-the-go lifestyle This sport-inspired frame
provides optimal performance with spring hinges and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Grey (100) • Navy (300)
54-16-140
Full rim; TR-90 thermoplastic frame; Square shape; Metal and rubber temple;
Rubberized temple tips; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Download frame images here: https://spaces.hightail.com/space/S8yfOc4r1v

